Year of Saint Joseph website 2020 FSJ Vision Statement
The vision being offered in the ministry that is; The Fraternity of St. Joseph’s Men’s Group is
offered in fortitude forged in strength of life lessons learned and now shared by the revered
men who lived their faith well, to bring clarity to the challenges that undoubtedly lie ahead for
the intentional Catholic journeyman. The twofold benefits of joining the fraternity are:
1) the opportunity of building lifelong relationships within a community of likeminded men to
help navigate the path ahead.
2) being handed the tools needed to work through and face well the challenges that we all
undoubtedly face with foretold knowledge of what is to come.
In our humanity, we stand confused and outside of ourselves when we face things on our own.
We are not meant to face our journey alone. Not even Jesus face the journey of His physical life
alone. The message we will be sharing in, and handling on are the life lessons that only wisdom
can teach us. Truth is told to us all slowly, and over time. One questions we will be discerning
will be, when you look back on your life, how will you look back on this moment in time?
Fortitude to face well the challenge ahead is needed! Do you ever think about what the family
that you will be held accountable by God to lead looks like? Knowing well that we are built by
God to lead his faith-filled family is an awareness that we must become competent to, but
before we can lead, we must first follow. The men who are forming this fraternity are aware
that our young men have no one to follow in the public square. We are committed to assist in
preparing them well for the challenges ahead. Step closer with us and join in the fellowship that
will change the world around you. Iron sharpens iron!

